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�������� QuestionsQuestions for the
Discussion

1. The IA treats all kinds of grid users all kinds of grid users in the same way

�� is there any need for a specific treatment by:is there any need for a specific treatment by:

TYPE of USER (e.g. generation, demand, DSO  TYPE of USER (e.g. generation, demand, DSO  -- which other users?, which other users?, 

TYPE of TECHNOLOGY (e.g. intermittent , thermal etc), TYPE of TECHNOLOGY (e.g. intermittent , thermal etc), 

SIZE of connected unit, SIZE of connected unit, 

VOLTAGE LEVEL of connection (e.g. distributed vs. centralized neVOLTAGE LEVEL of connection (e.g. distributed vs. centralized network users)twork users)

�� Is it necessary to address also ancillary servicesIs it necessary to address also ancillary services’’ issues in any way?issues in any way?

2. The IA aims only at new connectionsonly at new connections

�� should only new connections be covered or should also the old onshould only new connections be covered or should also the old ones be considered?es be considered?

3. The IA touches on coordination and cooperationcoordination and cooperation of TSOs and DSOs, with primary use of FG 

envisaged by TSOs

�� Do Do thethe DSOsDSOs‘‘ usersusers also also havehave to to adhereadhere to to thethe FG? FG? 

�� Do Do wewe needneed harmonisedharmonised guidanceguidance on on exchangeexchange of of datadata (TSO(TSO--TSO and TSOTSO and TSO--DSO)?DSO)?

4. The IA (and FG later) aim at harmonizingharmonizing gridgrid connectionconnection issuesissues relevant relevant forfor thethe IEMIEM

�� whichwhich topicstopics shallshall bebe leftleft to national to national gridgrid codescodes? ? 

�� whichwhich issuesissues shouldshould bebe tackledtackled at at thethe levellevel of of synchronoussynchronous areaarea, a , a regionregion withinwithin

synchronoussynchronous areaarea oror eveneven at at thethe levellevel of of controlcontrol areaarea

�� whichwhich issuesissues shouldshould bebe tackledtackled at at thethe lowerlower levellevel of detailof detail


